
If you want a hot year who were in use in the world soon to know him what city would you choose? 
One quarter to use which one would you forward the most difficult to  completely forgot rest of your 
life?
 you asked Zoe is you for the future how would be different from his use of today?
Traveling into the future 25 years much change are you most interested in? 
Walking down the street you discover a black briefcase clearly marked highly confidential affirmation 
close your opened under any circumstances. What do you do?
 what musical instrument Dr. not care about?
what is one thing you would definitely place  in front of your own?
Televised sporting event  June you never miss?
If you could go anywhere in the world to meditate and relax when you choose?
If you could learn how to do a special effect. For some what would you choose?
Which animal you consider the most beautiful?
We consider the number one all-time greatest American?
If you got anything world complete yourself one day any place or object what would you choose?
If you cut any building or institution named after you choose your choose one and one?
What is your favorite combination food and beverage?
What is your all-time favorite worship commercial?
If you could visit any point in the future how many years down the road and will try and you want to 
travel?
If you could make one change to make these all more interesting Bullet do what is would-be.?
Do you want to the calendar year between which two months we will work you put it?
If you could add one additional seasons of the year will your new season life be like?
What is the color you enjoy seeing most? Life
if only was to be made about her lifeWhat kind of you to only the what kind of movie would be? I
on the juvenile was once a use one year. You choose?
 if you conduct any will instantly memorize which would you choose?
If you only like talk show which can make your show  unique?
One $50,000 Dracula: which charity gives would you give it to?
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